Highlights from Saunders Students on Co-op

What’s great about your co-op?

I have found that, compared to my peers from other universities, my Saunders education has been firmly grounded in real world, practical application. The classes are not just theory or skill based learning, but are structured in a way that prepares me for the real world application.

Why Saunders College and RIT?

When I was a freshman, I was a Computer Engineering major with a minor in Business Administration. I realized that CE was incapable of taking me on this path and I was bored with what I was studying. As part of my minor, I had taken a MIS class called Emerging Business Technologies. It was “love at first sight.” MIS encompassed the business and technology components that perfectly matched my personality. After finishing my freshman year, I transferred to Saunders and never looked back. I am so lucky to have basically fallen backwards into a better college, major, and life for myself!

What is the most distinctive advantage gained from your Saunders experience?

Saunders has given me an edge by launching me with more contacts and real world experience than the average business student. My fellow Saunders student represent a network of similarly accomplished young professionals that can be life long contacts. I have been able to apply my classroom knowledge in the field and bring my perspectives from work back into my learning. My business soft skills and professionalism have been honed in the real world, not in simulation. In effect, the most distinctive advantage I gained from my Saunders experience was the experience itself.

Find This Student On LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/jacobdittenhauser/